Temperamental characteristics in childhood migraine without aura: a multicenter study
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Background: Children with migraine seem to be more anxious, sensitive, deliberate, cautious, fearful, vulnerable to frustration, tidy, and less physically enduring than comparisons. To the best of our knowledge no studies about the temperamental and the characterial dimension aspects in childhood migraine was conducted. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to describe the temperamental and character aspects in a sample of children affected by migraine without aura (MoA) and their relationship with clinical aspects of MoA such as frequency, duration, and severity of attacks.

Materials and methods: In our study, 486 children affected by MoA (239 male, 247 female) aged 7–12 years, (mean 10.04 ± 2.53 years) and 518 typical developing children comparable for age (P = 0.227) and sex (P = 0.892) were enrolled to assess their temperamental characteristics. The mothers of all subjects filled out the Junior Temperament and Character Inventory: Parent Version.

Results: Children affected by migraine show a higher prevalence of harm avoidance and persistence temperamental domains (P < 0.001) and significantly lower prevalence of the self-directedness character trait (P = 0.023) with respect to the comparisons, according to Cloninger’s model. The Spearman rank correlation analysis shows a significant relationship between migraine characteristics and temperamental domains.

Conclusion: The present study first identified differences in temperamental characteristics in children affected by MoA with respect to the comparisons, suggesting the need for this evaluation in order for better psychological pediatric management of children with migraine, with possible consequences and impact on the future outcomes of these subjects.
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Introduction

The concept of temperament refers to the early-appearing individual differences in emotional response, and by definition temperament is innate. On the other hand, in the last several years approaches have been proposed in order to classify an individual’s temperamental characteristics, including Cloninger’s psychobiological model of the four basic higher order temperamental dimensions.

According to Cloninger’s theory, the temperamental features are constitutionally based, partially of genetic origin, and lay the groundwork of the later adult personality. Moreover, the revised psychobiological model includes four temperamental dimensions: novelty seeking (NS), harm avoidance (HA), reward dependence (RD), and persistence (P). The three higher order character dispositions, self-directedness (SD), cooperativeness (C), and self-transcendence (ST), refer to differences in attitudes toward
the self and others, which develop as a result of interactions between temperament and environment.\(^4\) Summarizing, among the temperament scales, NS was identified for the level of exploratory excitability, impulsivity, and strangeness typical of each individual; HA for the level of anticipatory anxiety, fear of uncertain events, and distrust; RD for the level of attachment and social dependency; and P for differences in the determination and tenacity to achieve a goal in the face of frustration or fatigue.\(^5\)

The characterological aspects of the personality seem to involve individual differences in self-concepts about goals and values, in contrast to the temperaments that involve differences in the automatic emotional reactions and habits.\(^6\)

Accordingly, the three character dimensions are linked to both an intellectual perspective about self/nonself boundaries and to an emotional perspective. In fact, SD is based on the concept of the self as an autonomous individual; from this self-concept are derived feelings of personal integrity, honor, self-esteem, effectiveness, leadership, and hope. Likewise, C is based on the concept of self as an integral part of humanity or society; from this self-concept are derived feelings of community, compassion, conscience, and charity. Furthermore, ST is based on the concept of self as an integral part of the universe and its source; from this self-concept are derived feelings of mystical participation, religious faith, and unconditional equanimity and patience.\(^7\)

The importance of temperament on mental health\(^3\) on somatic health\(^8\)\(^-\)\(^10\) has been previously established. Among the somatic complaints, migraine without aura (MoA) could be considered as common in childhood, with a prevalence ranging from 2% to 17%.\(^10\)\(^,\)\(^11\)

In general, during childhood MoA may not be considered only as a painful syndrome because it is often accompanied by many severe disabilities/impairments, such as low emotional and psychological functioning,\(^12\) familiar stress,\(^13\)\(^,\)\(^14\) school absenteeism, impairment of academic performance and cognitive functioning,\(^10\)\(^,\)\(^15\) motor coordination,\(^16\) and sleep habits.\(^17\)\(-\)\(^23\)

To date, in clinical pediatric practice, in association with pharmacological treatment,\(^22\) many alternative therapies have been explored and some have shown promise in the treatment of headache symptoms and/or comorbidities in affected children, such as weight loss,\(^25\) nutraceuticals,\(^26\)\(-\)\(^28\) sleep hygiene,\(^29\)\(^,\)\(^30\) psychotherapy, and generic psychological interventions.\(^31\)\(-\)\(^33\)

The early clinical descriptions of the personality of adults affected by migraine headache performed by Wolff\(^34\) included such characteristics as ambitiousness, extreme tidiness, perfectionism, inflexibility, resentment, and aggression. Further studies were conducted on this topic in adulthood, with conflicting results that could be hypothesized as due to the different migraine types, even if they are still unrecognized and not well coded.\(^35\)\(-\)\(^39\)

About the psychological characteristics in migrainous children, more studies\(^40\)\(^,\)\(^41\) have identified a sort of neurovegetative instability, a tendency to ambition and perfectionism, low levels of self-concept,\(^12\) and high anxiety levels. Moreover, children with migraine seem to be more anxious, sensitive, deliberate, cautious, fearful, vulnerable to frustration, tidy, and less physically enduring than comparisons.\(^42\)

Conversely, to the best of our knowledge no studies about the temperamental and the characterial dimension aspects in childhood migraine was conducted. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to describe the temperamental and character aspects in a sample of children affected by MoA and their relationship with clinical aspects of MoA such as frequency, duration, and severity of attacks.

**Materials and methods**

**Study population**

The study population consisted of 486 children (239 male, 247 female) aged between 7 and 12 years (mean 10.04 ± 2.53 years) consecutively referred for MoA to the Clinic for Headache in Developmental Age of the Clinic of Child and Adolescent Neuropsychiatry at the Second University of Naples, to the Unit of Child and Adolescent Neuropsychiatry at the Perugia University, to the Azienda Sanitaria Locale of Terni; to the Department of Psychiatry at the University of Catanzaro, and to the Child Neuropsychiatry at University of Palermo. The diagnosis of MoA was made according to the pediatric criteria of the International Headache Society Classification 2004.\(^43\)

Exclusion criteria were neurological (ie, epilepsy, all types of headache other than MoA) or psychiatric symptoms (attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, depression, behavioral problems), mental retardation (IQ ≤ 70), borderline intellectual functioning (IQ ranging from 71 to 84),\(^44\)\(^,\)\(^45\) overweight (body mass index [BMI] ≥ 85th percentile), obesity (BMI ≥ 95th percentile),\(^46\)\(^,\)\(^47\) and anticonvulsant or psychoactive drugs administration.

In order to avoid pessimistic or catastrophic answers to the Junior Temperament and Character Inventory: Parent Version (JTCI), mothers affected by anxiety disorder, depression, or psychosis, or in treatment with psychoactive drugs were not enrolled.

Following recruitment, there was a 4-month run-in period to verify migraine characteristics.
At the end of the run-in, monthly headache frequency and mean headache duration were assessed from daily headache diaries kept by all the children. Headache intensity was assessed on a visual analog scale, as previously reported.26-28

The minimum length of headache required for admission in this study was 8 months, with a minimum of four attacks monthly, each lasting for a duration of 1 hour, according to The International Classification of Headache Disorders. 2nd ed (ICHD-II) criteria.41

The results were compared with the findings obtained in a sample of 518 healthy controls (258 male, 260 female; mean age 9.86 ± 2.21 years) randomly selected from schools in the Campania region.

The subjects in both groups were recruited from the same urban area; participants were all Caucasian, and held a middle-class socioeconomic status (between class 2 or class 3 – corresponding to 28,000–55,000 euros/year to 55,000–75,000 euros/year, respectively – according to the current Italian economic legislation parameters). All parents gave their written informed consent. The Departmental Ethics Committee approved the study. The study was conducted according to the criteria of the Declaration of Helsinki.46

Junior Temperament and Character Inventory-Parent version (JTCl)

To evaluate the temperamental characteristics of children affected by MoA, the mothers filled out the Italian version of the JTCl.49,50 This tool is based on the personality structure as described by Cloninger and reflects the downward extension of the Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI)57 largely used in adulthood.51 The JTCl is a reliable and valid instrument for the assessment of children between the ages of 6 and 16 years.50 The JTCl provides a comprehensive inventory of dimensions of temperament (ie, automatic emotional drives) and character (ie, voluntary goals and values) and has good psychometric properties.49 It is comprised of 108 statements that the respondent rates as true or false based on how the child usually acts and feels. The Italian version of JTCl, like other versions of the JTCl, is designed to assess a normative range of behavioral, emotional, and physiologic phenomena, not only psychopathology.

For this study, we assessed the four temperament dimensions of the JTCl, namely NS, HA, RD, and P and the three character domains: SD, CO, and ST. HA is formulated as the inhibition of behavior by anxiety-provoking stimuli; NS involves the activation of behavior by a desire to explore novelty or complexity as well as excitability by frustration and boredom; RD involves need for social approval and attachment; P involves perseverance of behavior despite frustration and fatigue; SD expresses the individual’s competence toward autonomy, reliability, and maturity; CO is the ability to get along with other people by being tolerant, emphatic, helpful, and forgiving; and ST is a person’s ability to identify with nature and the world as a whole as a person seeks to understand what is beyond their individual human existence and is able to sublimate and act altruistically.50 Strong development of each of the three character dimensions has been shown to promote health and happiness generally.52

Mother-report of child temperament was used for the current investigation. In order to determine the temperamental characteristics of our sample, we defined high levels of each domain by comparing the data derived from our sample with those reported in the JTCl Italian validation criteria.50 In this study, the JTCl was administered only to the mother, as the parent who usually spends more time with their children.

Statistical analysis

In order to compare the demographic characteristics (age and sex) and the JTCl results between MoA children and the controls, Chi-square tests and t-tests, where appropriate, were applied. Then, to explore the relationship between JTCl domains and clinical aspects of MoA such as frequency, duration, and severity of attacks, the Spearman rank correlation test was applied. For all statistical analysis P-values <0.05 were considered to be significant. All data were coded and analyzed using the commercially available STATISTICA 6.0 package for Windows (StatSoft, Inc, Tulsa, OK).

Results

The two study groups were not significantly different for age (10.04 ± 2.53 years in the MoA group versus 9.86 ± 2.21 years in the control group; P = 0.227) or sex (male/female ratio: 239/247 in the MoA group versus 258/260 in the control group; P = 0.892). Among the MoA clinical characteristics, in the MoA group the attacks occurred with a mean frequency of 7.47 ± 1.65 attacks per month, a mean duration of 8.47 ± 0.94 hours, and a mean intensity of 6.13 ± 1.39 according to visual analog scale parameters. The MoA group showed a significantly higher prevalence of HA and P temperamental domains (P < 0.001) and a significantly lower prevalence of SD character trait (P = 0.023) with respect to the control group (Table 1). Moreover, the Spearman rank correlation analysis showed a significant relationship between MoA characteristics and temperamental domains; particularly, high levels of HA and P domains were positively related with frequency (r = 0.636,
The main finding of the present study was the presence of peculiar differences in the temperamental and character profiles of MoA children with respect to typical (no migraine) subjects. Our findings about the higher prevalence of the HA (P < 0.001) and P (P < 0.001) temperamental domains in MoA children seem to confirm the results of a previous report on temperamental aspects of adults affected by migraine.\(^6\) In fact, Sánchez-Román et al found higher scores in the HA dimension and all of its subdimensions, and, regarding the character scores, lower scores in the SD domain in adults affected by migraine which is consistent with our pediatric sample.\(^6\)

Specifically, according to Cloninger’s model, individuals with high values in HA tend to be cautious, careful, fearful, tense, apprehensive, nervous, timid, doubtful, discouraged, insecure, passive, negativistic, or pessimistic even in situations that do not normally worry other people. Consequently, these individuals tend to be inhibited and shy in most social situations, with low energy level and chronic self-perception of tiredness. Moreover, they need more reassurance and encouragement than most people and are usually sensitive to criticism and punishment. The advantages of high HA scores are the greater care and caution in anticipating possible danger, which leads to careful planning in dangerous situations.\(^6\)

In this light, we could hypothesize that the prevalence of HA in MoA children could be related to the effect of recurrence of migraine attacks as showed by our results about the significant direct relationship between HA score and frequency (P < 0.001) and intensity (P < 0.001) of attacks.

The recent report about the cerebellar role in the temperamental traits showed that HA scores were negatively associated with white matter and cortex cerebellar volumes,\(^24\) even if more studies failed to demonstrate a significant reduction of cerebellar volumes in migraine subjects,\(^55\) although MoA children tend to present an impairment in coordination abilities\(^16\) that could be considered an indirect sign of cerebellar dysfunction.

The characterological aspects of personality involve individual differences in self-concepts about goals and values, in contrast to the temperaments which involve differences in automatic emotional reactions and habits. Such self-concepts modify the significance or meaning of what is experienced, thus also changing emotional reactions and habits.\(^6\) Accordingly, individuals with the same temperament may behave differently as a result of character development. According to this definition, the results of the present study showed a reduction in the MoA children of the SD domain SD correlated negatively with frequency, intensity, and duration of attacks; this could pinpoint the role of migraine in the development of different character styles. Recently, overall behavioral disorders have been reported as more common in children who experienced headache than in controls.\(^12,56\)

Conversely, the temperamental characteristics seem to impact and/or influence many aspects of life and can represent a predisposing factor to develop obesity,\(^57–59\) depressive symptoms,\(^60\) executive functioning alterations,\(^51,62\) and sleep troubles.\(^63–65\)

The main limitation of this study is that no data about the maternal personality aspects and their relationship with the temperamental dimensions of the MoA children were
collected, even though we excluded mothers with clear psychiatric symptomatology.

Notwithstanding this limitation, our study identified differences in temperamental characteristics in children affected by MoA with respect to comparisons, suggesting the need for this evaluation in order for better psychological pediatric management of children with migraine, with possible consequences and impact on the future outcomes of these subjects.
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